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Details of Visit:

Author: Nickyboy
Location 2: Bayswater
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 9/7/04 Noon
Duration of Visit: 1 Hour +
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.mistressfiore.com

The Premises:

A discreet and beautifully appointed flat behind an entry phone- controlled door ( scruffy
stairwell....but who cares about that ! ) of a formerly very elegant house in a stylish Bayswater
square.

I half expected to see Hugh Grant knockin' around ....for whatever reason ( wink )..... ( cut that bit
out if it's libellous please , editor )

I was able to easily park my car at a meter ( i thought i had over-paid it - booking almost 1 1/2 hours
..., but Mistress had other ideas as you will see if you read on..! ) ,and find the house.

BEWARE one side of the street is one square , and the other is in another !

I used to come to this area to visit Mistres Bridget in Pembridge Villas ( anyone remember Her /
know if She is still around ? )- so it was also a trip down memory lane !!

The Lady:

Gorgeous - the website photos, honestly, do NOT do Her justice.....
An educated, elegant and measured 30 year-old who enjoys dominating men. These, quite simply,
are the reasons why She is a very good mistress, and why She has the power to make slaves beg
Her to deal with them.

The Story:

Mistress Fiore offers "erotic sadism, relentless discipline, complete subjection."

The room where i met Her ( She brought in a cup of tea that i had requested when offered by the
receptionist... )...was a gothic delight. Dark enough to reveal its secrets only when my eyes had
adjusted to the contrast with the sunshine outside.... The secrets were a collection of gadgets and
toys in dark wood cabinets , various bits of equipment, , a throne , and - as i recall a whipping /
abuse bench.
The atmosphere was completed by beautiful opera music.

I had specifically booked an hour-long medical, and so was conducted to the medical room - (
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mirrors , gadgets , subdued greenish light the music seemed to follow us there) - by the Lady
Herself - She was dressed in a red and white Nurse Uniform ....the skirt very short - so as to reveal
Her white stocking tops.....GLORIOUS !

While i showered, and prepared myself , Mistress assembled the appliances and substances She
required to use in our session........

Her website informs us that "Electric shock treatment, though highly disagreeable, benefits patients
with with sexual problems, for which another recommended treatment is total physical restriction
coupled with sensory deprivation. For the greatest effect the two can be combined."

Other Medical procedures available include probing and examining bodily orifices, filling or draining,
and even sewing them up.

Prostrate on the floor ( which pleased Her....and told Her in an unspoken way that i know how to be
ready to meet a Mistress ) when She entered the room , I was given permission to stand , and was
sat on a medical chair....legs bandaged onto stirrups , body totally confined by numerous leather
straps..and then subjected to a very full personal and painful examination.

All the while , Mistress chatted in a very matter of fact way, about , for example, how She expected
an erection from me at all times...no matter how many times i "disgraced myself". This i duly did,
just after a metalic catheter was inserted into my uretha. After a chiding , and a rapid clean up , the
catheter went in again , and the current was turned on...... My test was to see how far up the scale
Mistress could increase the power of the electricity before i could take no more....i got to 5 out of 10

next on the menu was an electrified butt plug......it is AMAZING how the whole body responds to the
application of comparatively small but increasingly strong electric pulses to the walls of ones
er.....back passage !!........6 out of 10

the third part of our study of the effects of electro therapy concerned the nipples....mine - but which
for the duration of the
tests they belonged to Her...sadly , 2 out of 10

Unfortunately our time was almost over ( we were actually 15 mins over even then....but She was
happy to continue to completion ) - She required another sample from me.....when She told me it
was required , She seemed less than expectant.....however the application of oils , and latex-glove
encased fingers ( i am sure i felt 2 maybe 3 digits and the start of a fist in me......) worked a
miraculous effect , by which She kindly noted She was "very impressed"........

She is a lovely Lady who is an expert in Her field , and i adore Her......She took Her time ( i was with
Her for well over our appointed 60 minutes ) , certainly seemed to have lots of fun Herself , and
gave me exactly what i asked for.....with the friendly and informed touch that only a very rare few
Dommes can give.....
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